Abstract. Modeling the dynamics of biological networks introduces many challenges, among them the lack of first principle models, the size of the networks, and difficulties with parameterization. Discrete time Boolean networks and related continuous time switching systems provide a computationally accessible way to translate the structure of the network to predictions about the dynamics. Recent work has shown that the parameterized dynamics of switching systems can be captured by a combinatorial object, called a Dynamic Signatures Generated by Regulatory Networks (DSGRN) database, that consists of a parameter graph characterizing a finite parameter space decomposition, whose nodes are assigned a Morse graph that captures global dynamics for all corresponding parameters. We show that for a given network there is a way to associate the same type of object by considering a continuous time ODE system with a continuous right-hand side, which we call an L-system. The main goal of this paper is to compare the two DSGRN databases for the same network. Since the L-systems can be thought of as perturbations (not necessarily small) of the switching systems, our results address the correspondence between global parameterized dynamics of switching systems and their perturbations. We show that, at corresponding parameters, there is an order preserving map from the Morse graph of the switching system to that of the L-system that is surjective on the set of attractors and bijective on the set of fixed-point attractors. We provide important examples showing why this correspondence cannot be strengthened.
1.
Introduction. In problems arising in cellular biology, there is a need to model many mutually interacting types of molecules that together control cellular fate. Incorrectly functioning genetic and regulatory networks are at the core of cancer, diabetes, and other systemic diseases [11, 13, 31] . Because of the crucial importance of these networks for cell biology and human health, the development of effective methods that can characterize the dynamics supported by a network over all parameters is a high priority [2, 4, 27, 3, 29, 30, 32] . In the We offer two examples of ordinary differential equation models associated with a regulatory network that are compatible with a nearest neighbor map \scrF , which we call S-systems and Lsystems. While the S-systems, known as a switching system in the literature (see, e.g., [16, 19, 28] ), have been very well studied, the L-systems admit nonlinearities that are step functions with Lipschitz continuous bridges, which we call L-functions. These functions have alternating intervals where the function is constant, and the intervals where the function is Lipschitz and bounded between the (constant) values of the function on neighboring intervals; see Figure 1 . Importantly, the intervals where the L-functions are nonconstant are not required to be small.
In both S-and L-systems, the association between the continuous ODE system and a discrete map \scrF allows us to combine the best features of both worlds. On one hand, there is a combinatorial representation of both the dynamics and the parameters, which allows computational enumeration of all types of dynamics for all parameters. On the other hand, the underlying assumptions of continuity allow us to interpret the dynamics of iterates of \scrF in terms of solutions of ODEs.
The central question that we address in this paper is the comparison of the global dynamics of S-and L-systems of ODEs for a given regulatory network, as captured by the state transition graphs associated with the maps \scrF S and \scrF L . This investigation is a global version of a question that has been explored before where a piecewise constant nonlinearity is perturbed around a threshold to form a continuous function [17, 28, 22] . In this paper we address this question by comparing the Morse graphs associated with \scrF L and \scrF S .
Our main results include (1) the existence of an inclusion map between collections of parameter regions of S-and L-systems for the same network that (2) induces an order-preserving map on corresponding Morse graphs associated with these parameter regions. Furthermore, this map is (3) a bijection on Morse nodes that correspond to stable fixed points of the corresponding ODEs, and (4) a surjection on the attracting Morse nodes of the Morse graphs. We conclude with a series of examples that demonstrate that these relationships cannot be strengthened.
To aid the reader in following the exposition of the manuscript, we have included a table of important notation, Table 1 , which is centrally located for easy reference. We only consider regulatory networks with no negative self-regulation, i \dashv i. We exclude these networks because they present technical difficulties in switching systems; see [19] for an excellent set of references. In many cases, negative self-regulation can be replaced in a model by an intermediate node [19, 26] which obviates the need for a negative self-edge in a regulatory network.
We define the targets of a node i as T(i) := \{ j | (i, j) \in E\} and the sources of a node i as S(i) := \{ j | (j, i) \in E\} .
We will occasionally use a simplified way to describe a network, where only the edges E are explicitly stated. As an example, we consider regulatory network RN given by \{ x \dashv y, y \dashv x\} .
Here the network has two nodes, x and y; see Figure 2 .
One way to associate dynamics with a network is to construct a Boolean net [34, 35, 36, 12, 33] . Each node can attain values 0 or 1 that are interpreted as low and high levels of activity. At each node i with | S(i)| = n, there is an associated local Boolean function that assigns to each of the 2 n input binary sequences a value of x i \in \{ 0, 1\} . The collection of the local Boolean functions over the network forms a Boolean function B : \{ 0, 1\} N \rightar \{ 0, 1\} N , that acts on a space of binary sequences of length N . Iterations B r of this function model long-term behavior of the network. The collection of all local Boolean functions that can be selected at each node parameterizes the set of all Boolean functions \scrB RN compatible with the given network RN. Since both the domain \{ 0, 1\} N of B and the parameterization of \scrB RN are discrete sets, there is no concept of a``small"" perturbation within the class \scrB RN .
Motivated by this example, we now propose a different way to associate a finite state dynamical system with a network. These dynamical systems will be parameterized by a continuous parameter space, and so it will make sense to ask how these finite dynamical systems behave under perturbations. Even though parameter space is continuous, we will show that it can be divided into a finite number of regions where a finite representation of the long-term dynamical behavior is fixed across a region, enabling a global description of the network over all real-valued parameters.
We start by assuming that with each node of the network there is an associated variable x i \in [0, \infty ), which represents the concentration of chemical species i. We assume that there are a finite number of thresholds \theta 1,i , . . . , \theta m i ,i that divide the semiaxis [0, \infty ) to m i + 1 closed intervals I k,i , where the subscript k denotes the ordering of the intervals on the real line. The effect of node i on its target nodes j \in T(i) will only depend on the interval I k,i and not on the particular value x i \in I k,i . The collection of thresholds \{ \theta j,i \} partitions [0, \infty ) N into a finite number of domains: \scrK = \{ \prod N i=1 I k,i \} , where we use the terminology \kappa \in \scrK to denote a single domain. We let x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) denote a point in [0, \infty ) N . Definition 2.2. Let \scrV (i) := \{ 0, . . . , m i \} and let
be a state function defined by G i (x i ) = k if and only if x i \in I k,i . Let \scrV = \prod i \scrV (i) be the set of all states of the network RN and let
be the vector-valued function with coordinate functions G i . For a given domain \kappa , the value G(x) does not depend on x \in \kappa and therefore we can assign the state s := G(x) \in \scrV , x \in \kappa , to the domain \kappa , which we will write as s := g(\kappa ). Viewed as a map on the set of domains \scrK = \{ \kappa \} in [0, \infty ) N , g is a bijection between domains \kappa and states s \in \scrV ,
g : \scrK -\rightar \scrV .
We postulate that along each edge (i, j) in the network a signal from the node i to the node j can be transmitted, and this signal attains only a finite number of values \Xi j,i := \{ \xi 1 j,i < \cdot \cdot \cdot < \xi t j,i \} . This transmission is characterized via a function
that only depends on the state in \scrV (i). Let \Xi := \prod \Xi j,i be a product of all sets \Xi j,i and let F : \scrV \rightar \Xi be the vector-valued function with coordinate functions F j,i . We define F in more detail in section 2.1. A final piece of our description of discrete dynamics on a network RN is a collection of functions M i , one for each node i of the network,
that take the values that are being transmitted along the edges leading into i and produce the values x i . Let M be the vector-valued function with coordinate functions M i ,
and call it the combination function. The composition
is a generalization of the Boolean function B, called a multilevel discrete function [21, 25] . See Figure 3 for a degree of these mapes.
[0, \infty ) N \scrV \Xi G F M Figure 3 . A diagram of maps from (5).
The set of values \Xi in Definition 2.2 replaces the binary values 0, 1 that are transmitted in a Boolean network. Note that even when two outward edges from node i have the same sign, say i \rightar j and i \rightar l, different values can be transmitted to j and l since the values F j,i (k) and F l,i (k) may be different. This generalizes the behavior of a traditional Boolean function.
One serious objection to representing the dynamics of a network by either a Boolean function B or a discrete function D is that it does not respect the continuity of the underlying biological process. In particular, the Boolean vector (B(s) -s) can be nonzero in more than one component which implies that two or more processes switch at exactly the same time. [12, 37] to generate dynamics that are compatible with continuous variables, and we extend this approach to the map D.
For a given multilevel discrete map D we define a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF , that only allows transitions from domains to the adjacent domains in phase space, where these transitions are induced by D. Definition 2.3. Let s 1 and s 2 be the states of two domains \kappa 1 and \kappa 2 , s 1 = g(\kappa 1 ) and s 2 = g(\kappa 2 ) from (2). These domains are adjacent along i (and so are the states) if and only if there exists exactly one index i and exactly one j \in T(i) such that \pi i (\kappa 1 ) \cap \pi i (\kappa 2 ) = \theta j,i and \pi k (\kappa 1 ) = \pi k (\kappa 2 ) for all k \not = i.
A nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF : \scrV \rightri \scrV is a map such that u \in \scrF (s) only if (a) s = t = u, or (b) u and s are adjacent along i for some i.
Definition 2.4. The asynchronous update rule of D is a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF : \scrV \rightri \scrV (see Figure 4) additionally satisfying the property that u \in \scrF (s) if and only if, whenever t = D(s), we have either
\scrF is sometimes represented as a directed graph, called a state transition graph, (\scrV , \scrE ), where (s, u) \in \scrE if and only if u \in \scrF (s).
Since the number of states in \scrV can be very large, it will be useful to capture the dynamics of iterates of \scrF by a more compact representation [37, 16] , which we proceed to define. Definition 2.5. A recurrent component of the map \scrF is a strongly connected path component of the associated graph (\scrV , \scrE ). In other words, it is a maximal collection of vertices \scrC \subset \scrV such that for any u, v \in \scrC there exists a directed path from u to v with vertices in \scrC and edges in \scrE . In the context of dynamical systems we refer to a recurrent component of \scrF as a Morse set of \scrF and denote it by \scrM \subset \scrV . The collection of all recurrent components of \scrF is denoted by MD(\scrF ) := \{ \scrM (p) \subset \scrV | p \in P\} and is called a Morse decomposition of \scrF , where P is an index set. Recurrent components inherit a well-defined partial order from the reachability relation in the directed graph (\scrV , \scrE ). Specifically, we may write the partial order on the indexing set P of MD(\scrF ) by defining q \preceq p if there exists a path in (\scrV , \scrE ) from an element of \scrM (p) to an element of \scrM (q).
Definition 2.6. The Morse graph of \scrF , denoted MG(\scrF ), is the Hasse diagram of the poset (P, \preceq ). We refer to the elements of P as the Morse nodes of the graph.
An intriguing question is the characterization of the set of ODEs models that are compatible with a given map \scrF . This class of equations will share the same broad dynamical features that are captured by the Morse graph of \scrF . In the other direction, identifying a map \scrF for a given ODE system would facilitate its analysis, because of the inherent computability of the Morse graph from the map \scrF . Definition 2.7. We say an ODE model with variables x i and a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF are compatible if solutions x(t) can traverse from domain \kappa 1 to adjacent domain \kappa 2 only if s 2 \in \scrF (s 1 ).
It is worth noting that we do not require that if s 2 \in \scrF (s 1 ), there must be a solution that traverses from \kappa 1 to \kappa 2 . Investigation of when such solutions exist is a challenging problem that remains open.
2.1. S-systems. Given a regulatory network RN = (V, E), to each node i we assign a parameter \gamma S i , which will be interpreted as a rate of degradation of x i . For each edge (i, j) \in E we associate three numbers: a threshold \theta j,i a low value l S j,i and a high value u S j,i , so that \Xi j,i = \{ l S j,i , u S j,i \} (see Definition 2.2). We require for all i that 0 < \gamma
and we call an S-parameter of RN the tuple z S = (l S , u S , \theta , \gamma S ) \in \BbbR d S , where d S = \#(V ) + 3\#(E). At every S-parameter and for every i = 1, . . . , N , the interval [0, \infty ) can be decomposed into intervals with nonoverlapping interiors
since the thresholds form a linearly ordered set \{ \theta \ell ,i : \ell \in T(i)\} \subset [0, \infty ). While intervals I k,i are ordered according to the first subscript, the first subscript of the threshold \theta j k ,i refers to the identity of the target node j k associated with the edge i \rightar j k in RN.
We define the ith component of the state function G S (see (1) ) by
We leave G S i (x i ) undefined on the finite set of values x i = \theta n,i , n = j 1 , . . . , j m i . We denote the range of G S by \scrV S , which is the product of sets \{ 0, . . . , m i \} (see Definition 2.2).
Let
and let \sigma S j be the vector-valued function with components \sigma S j,i . We will refer to components of \sigma S j as regulatory functions. Finally, to every node j we assign a rule \= M j that combines the values of \sigma S j into real numbers. This rule is called a logic function at the node j, following the nomenclature and construction of [16] , and it is assumed to be a multiaffine function with all coefficients equal to 1. Recall that a multiaffine function is a polynomial with the property that the degree in any of its variables is at most 1. We set
The S-system for RN is a collection of ODEs of the following form (7) \.
with a fixed network RN and a fixed logic function \= M j . However, the values of parameters z S = (l S , u S , \theta , \gamma S ) \in \BbbR d S are not specified. By substituting a particular S-parameter, z S \in \BbbR d S , a particular ODE system is given, which we refer to as a parameterized S-system (for RN). The collection of all S-systems for all possible networks and logic functions is the class of S-systems.
Define D S : \scrV S \rightar \scrV S by
where \Gamma is the diagonal matrix containing \gamma S i , and \Lambda S , \= M , and \sigma S are the vector-valued functions with components \Lambda S j , \= M j , and \sigma S j , respectively. From the definition of \sigma S we have
where we define the combination function M := \Gamma - 1 \= M (see Definition 2.2) to be a scaled version of the logic function \= M . Then,
which matches (5). We show later that this multilevel discrete map D S has a procedure for generating an associated asynchronous update rule \scrF S that is compatible with a given parameterized S-system. Throughout this paper, whenever we refer to the S-system, a fixed RN is always assumed to be implied by the context.
Continuing the example RN shown in Figure 2 , the corresponding S-system is \.
The function \sigma S y,x (x) is depicted on the left in Figure 1 . The other function \sigma S x,y (y) will have the same shape, as both edges of the example RN correspond to negative regulation. Making a substitution of particular values (e.g., l S y,x = 1.8, u S y,x = 5.3, \gamma S y = 17, etc.) would result in a parameterized S-system.
L-systems.
For the L-system we replace a single threshold \theta j,i by two thresholds \vargamm -j,i and \vargamm + j,i . Given a regulatory network RN = (V, E), to each node i we again assign a decay parameter \gamma L i . For each edge (i, j) \in E, we associate four real-valued parameters
In an analogy with the S-system, we define a regulatory function \sigma L j (x), which is a vectorvalued function with coordinates \sigma L j,i (x), given by
for x i \leq \vargamm 
We define the ith component of the state function G L (see (1)) by
Notice that, unlike G S , the range of G L includes also half-integers. This will facilitate a definition of a mapping between the systems that will be introduced in section 4.
The L-system for RN is a collection of ODEs of the following form,
\.
where \= M j is defined as for an S-system. Like the S-system, an L-system is a collection of ODE systems with a fixed network RN and a fixed logic function \= M j . By substituting a particular L-parameter into the L-system we obtain a parameterized L-system. However there is a key difference between the L-and S-systems. A parameterized L-system is in fact a class of ODE systems, as the exact form of f L j,i (x i ) has not been specified. We do this because the results of this paper apply to all functions f L j,i (x i ) for a given parameterized L-system with a fixed L-parameter. We emphasize that f L j,i (x i ) does not have to take any particular form (for example, piecewise linear, piecewise sigmoid, etc.), and in fact can be very nonlinear, as long as it satisfies the given conditions. We call the collection of all L-systems the class of L-systems.
It is important to note that the function \sigma L j,i (x) cannot be represented as a composition
This means that we cannot construct a multilevel discrete function D L . However, we will construct a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF L such that the solutions of a parameterized L-system are compatible with \scrF L . In section 4, we will, however, construct a multilevel discrete map D L N with a restricted domain in order to compare the nearest neighbor multivalued maps \scrF S and \scrF L .
We continue our example. For the network shown in Figure 2 , the associated L-system is given by \.
In Figure 1 (right) we depict one possible shape of the function \sigma L i,j (x j ); any Lipschitzcontinuous function f L i,j (x j ) that connects u L y,x and l L y,x and is bounded vertically between these also satisfies our constraints on \sigma L i,j (x j ).
3. Construction of \bfscrF \bfitS and \bfscrF \bfitL . In this section we will show that both the S-and Lsystems generate nearest neighbor multivalued maps \scrF S and \scrF L (see Definition 2.3). We will represent these maps as graphs with vertices that correspond to discrete states, and edges that correspond to allowed transitions.
It is clear from the definition of the S-system that the thresholds \{ \theta j,i : j \in T(i)\} form a strict total order for each i \in V . We denote this collection of orderings by O(z S ). Similarly, the intervals \{ [\vargamm -j,i , \vargamm + j,i ] : j \in T(i)\} form a strict total order for each i \in V , and we denote the collection by O(z L ). Note that \Lambda S j and \Lambda L j from (7) and (10) are multiaffine combinations of bounded functions, so they are themselves bounded. For convenience we introduce the thresholds \vargamm 0,i = \theta 0,i = 0 and \vargamm \infty ,i = \theta \infty ,i = \infty for each i.
Definition 3.1. Let \varphi i , \varphi \prime i be two thresholds in either the parameterized S-or L-systems for some x i . We say that \varphi i , \varphi \prime i are adjacent if \varphi i < \varphi \prime i and there does not exist \varphi \prime \prime i such that \varphi i < \varphi \prime \prime i < \varphi \prime i . Let
where I i is either a nondegenerate interval
, where \varphi i is the largest of the thresholds of x i , or a degenerate
and let \ell = \#(N D(\zeta )). Since \zeta has dimension \ell in phase space we will call \zeta an \ell -cell.
We reserve a special symbol \kappa for an N -cell which we will refer to as a domain. The collection of all domains of the parameterized S-system will be denoted by \scrK S and the same collection for the parameterized L-system will be \scrK L .
In order to facilitate comparison between domains of parameterized S-and L-systems we define two subsets of \scrK L . First, we denote \scrK L N \subsetn \scrK L to be the set of domains \kappa such that for every i \in N D(\kappa ), the interval I i is either half-infinite or of the form
These are the intervals where the regulatory functions \sigma L j,i (x i ) are constant. Second, we define the subset \scrK L N - 1 \subsetn \scrK L such that one and exactly one \sigma L j,i (x i ) is not constant; that is, there is exactly one i \in N D(\kappa ) such that Figure 5 for examples of domains in the S-and L-systems. We now define terms related to the boundary of an N -cell. Definition 3.2. Let \kappa \in \scrK S or \kappa \in \scrK L . We say that
is a left face of \kappa with projection index j. In other words, \tau -j \subset \{ x | x j = \varphi j \} . Similarly, if \varphi \prime j \not = \infty , we say that
is a right face of \kappa with projection index j. In other words, \tau A wall is a pair (\tau , \kappa ), where \kappa is a domain and \tau is a face of \kappa . Each wall inherits the projection index from the corresponding face \tau of \kappa . We say the sign of the wall (\tau , \kappa ) is 1 (and write sgn(\tau , \kappa ) = 1) if \tau is a left face of \kappa and we say the sign of the wall (\tau , \kappa ) is - 1 (and write sgn(\tau , \kappa ) = - 1) if \tau is a right face of \kappa . Note that since both \kappa and \tau carry identity of the thresholds that bound them, the collection of walls depends on the parameter z. We therefore denote the collection of walls at parameter z by \scrW (z).
See Figure 5 (left) for an example of a right face. The goal of this section is to define maps \scrF S and \scrF L on a discrete set of states. The states will be associated with domains \scrK S and \scrK L . For each pair of domains \kappa , \kappa \prime such that \tau = \kappa \cap \kappa \prime is a face with some projection index j, we will associate a direction, either +1, - 1, or both, with each pair of walls (\tau , \kappa ) and (\tau , \kappa \prime ) by making use of the sign of these walls. We then finish by associating an oriented edge (or edges) with the pair of states that correspond to \kappa and \kappa \prime .
Observe that by definition of functions \Lambda (x) for either parameterized S-or L-systems, ((7) and (10)), the value of \Lambda (x) is constant on the interior int(\kappa ) of \kappa , where \kappa \in \scrK S for the parameterized S-system or \kappa \in \scrK L N for the parameterized L-system. We emphasize that this is not true for domains \kappa \in \scrK L \setminu \scrK L N for parameterized L-systems, since there is at least one variable
] that lies in the interval where function \sigma L j,i is nonconstant. With a slight abuse of the notation we will call this value \Lambda (\kappa ). The value \Lambda (\kappa ) = (\Lambda 1 (\kappa ), . . . , \Lambda N (\kappa )) has a nice interpretation in terms of solutions of the parameterized S-system: all solutions starting at x \in int(\kappa ) converge toward the point
where \Gamma is a diagonal matrix consisting of \gamma S i . Whenever context is clear, we will write \Gamma - 1 instead of (\Gamma S ) - 1 or (\Gamma L ) - 1 to avoid double superscripts. Definition 3.3. The focal point or target point of a domain \kappa \in \scrK S at an S-parameter or \kappa \in \scrK L N at an L-parameter is the value \Gamma - 1 \Lambda (\kappa ). If \Gamma - 1 \Lambda (\kappa ) \in \kappa \prime we call \kappa \prime a target domain. We say that \kappa is an attracting domain if \Gamma - 1 \Lambda (\kappa ) \in \kappa . Definition 3.4. A regular S-parameter z S satisfies for all i = 1, . . . , N , j \in T(i), and \kappa \in \scrK S , \Lambda
We call the space of all regular S-parameters Z S . A regular L-parameter z L satisfies for all i = 1, . . . , N , j \in T(i), and \kappa \in \scrK L N ,
We call the space of all regular L-parameters Z L .
3.1. Nearest neighbor multivalued map \bfscrF \bfitS for the S-system. We now proceed to construct a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF S from the focal points of the parameterized S-system (7), then we show that \scrF S is compatible with the parameterized S-system in the sense of Definition 2.7, and, finally, we show that \scrF S is an asynchronous update rule for D S defined in (8) .
Definition 3.5 (see [16] ). Let z S be a regular S-parameter and \scrK S the corresponding set of domains. The wall labeling of \scrW (z S ) is a function L S : \scrW (z S ) \rightar \{ - 1, 1\} defined as follows. Let (\tau , \kappa ) \in \scrW (z S ) be a wall with projection index i; i.e., \tau \subset \{ x | x i = \theta j,i \} . Then define
Notice that a regular parameter enforces \Lambda S i (\kappa )/\gamma i -\theta j,i \not = 0, so that every wall is either an absorbing wall or an entrance wall.
For the next definition, recall from section 2.1 that \scrV S := \prod N i=1 \{ 0, 1, . . . , m i \} is the range of the state function G S (x) with components G S i (x i ). Definition 3.6. Let z S be a regular S-parameter and let \scrK S be the corresponding set of domains. Let (2)). We define a multivalued map \scrF S : \scrV S \rightri \scrV S induced by the wall labeling L S as follows. Let g S (\kappa 1 ) = s 1 and g S (\kappa 2 ) = s 2 . Then s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ) if and only if one of the following holds: (a) s 1 = s 2 and \kappa is an attracting domain.
(b) There exists some face \tau such that (\tau , \kappa 1 ) and (\tau , \kappa 2 ) are walls and L S ((\tau , \kappa 1 )) = - 1 (indicating an absorbing wall of \kappa 1 ) and L S ((\tau , \kappa 2 )) = 1 (indicating an entrance wall of \kappa 2 ). As in Definition 2.4 we may represent \scrF as a graph (\scrV S , \scrE S ), where (s 1 , s 2 ) \in \scrE S if and only if s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ). We call this graph the state transition graph of the parameterized S-system. The state transition graph is unique for a given parameterized S-system. Proof. The key observation is that all solutions in int(\kappa ) converge toward the target point \Gamma - 1 \Lambda S (\kappa ), while they lie within \kappa . If there is no trajectory leaving \kappa for an adjacent domain, then the trajectory x must remain within \kappa for all time. Hence the focal point \Gamma - 1 \Lambda S (\kappa ) is in \kappa , and \kappa is an attracting domain. By Definition 3.6(a), s \in \scrF S (s), where s = g S (\kappa ). Now assume that there exists a trajectory x(t) = (x 1 (t), . . . , x N (t)) that passes from \kappa 1 to an adjacent \kappa 2 via an intervening face \tau , where x i = \theta j,i on \tau . First consider the case in which \tau is a right face of \kappa 1 and a left face of \kappa 2 , so that sgn(\tau , \kappa 1 ) = - 1 and sgn(\tau , \kappa 2 ) = 1. Let x i (0) = \theta j,i . There is an interval I := ( - \epsilon , \epsilon ) \subset \BbbR such that \.
x i (t) > 0 for all t \in I \setminu \{ 0\} and x(t) \in \kappa 1 for t \in ( - \epsilon , 0), x(t) \in \kappa 2 for t \in (0, \epsilon ). Let T k = \Lambda S i (\kappa k )/\gamma S i for k = 1, 2 denote the ith component of the target points of the domains. Then \.
Thus s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ), where s k := g S (\kappa k ), by Definition 3.6(b). The case in which sgn(\tau , \kappa 1 ) = 1 and sgn(\tau , \kappa 2 ) = - 1 with \.
x i (t) < 0 for t \in I \setminu \{ 0\} is similar.
Recall that the multilevel discrete map for a parameterized S-system, D S was defined in (8) . The proof of the following theorem we postpone to Appendix A.
Theorem 3.8. \scrF S is an asynchronous update rule for D S .
3.2. Nearest neighbor multivalued map \bfscrF \bfitL for the L-system. While Definition 3.3 defines focal points for all domains \kappa \in \scrK S , it only does so for domains \kappa \in \scrK L N \subsetn \scrK L in the parameterized L-system. Therefore, we cannot construct a multilevel discrete map D L analogous to D S for the parameterized S-system. Moreover, the wall labeling that we used to construct \scrF S cannot be used in the same way for \kappa \in \scrK L to define \scrF L . But it turns out that all the information needed to assign directions to all walls in the L-system can be inferred from just the domains in \scrK L N . We will use this fact to construct a nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF L and associated state transition graph (\scrV L , \scrE L ), without going through a multilevel discrete map D L as an intermediary.
For the next definition, recall from Definition 3.1 that an \ell -cell has the form \zeta
, where for exactly \ell indices we have \varphi i \not = \varphi \prime i . Definition 3.9. We define the set of corner points of \zeta , denoted \scrC (\zeta ), by
Note that we exclude \varphi \prime i = \infty from the definition of corner points. Definition 3.10. Let \scrC (\zeta ) be the set of corner points for an \ell -cell \zeta for a parameterized L-system with regular L-parameter z L . We introduce the function \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\zeta ), k) defined as (11) \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\zeta ), k) =
Notice that a regular L-parameter enforces \Lambda L k (P )/\gamma k -\varphi k \not = 0, so that (11) covers all possible cases. Note also that since the intervals [\vargamm -k,i , \vargamm + k,i ] are disjoint for all k, the ith component of every corner point of \zeta is on the boundary of the set \BbbR \setminu
. Therefore every corner point of \zeta is also the corner point of some \kappa \in \scrK L N . \kappa ) ) := sgn(\tau , \kappa ) \cdot \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau ), i).
Recall from Definition 2.8 that
Let z L be a regular L-parameter for a parameterized L-system and let \scrK L be the corresponding set of domains. Let (indicating an absorbing wall of \kappa 1 ) and L L ((\tau , \kappa 2 )) = 1 (indicating an entrance wall of \kappa 2 ). (c) There exists some face \tau such that (\tau , \kappa 1 ) and (\tau , \kappa 2 ) are walls and L L ((\tau , \kappa 1 )) = L L ((\tau , \kappa 2 )) = 0 (indicating a bidirectional wall of both \kappa 1 and \kappa 2 ).
We make two notes about this definition. \bullet First, since attracting domains are only defined for \kappa \in \scrK L N \subsetn \scrK L we can have selfedges only on domains. We justify this choice later by showing that there is always an escape path out of any \kappa \in \scrK L \setminu \scrK L N ; see Lemma C.4 and Corollary C.5. \bullet Second, notice that if there exist two domains \kappa 1 , \kappa 2 in a parameterized L-system phase space sharing a face \tau , then L L ((\tau , \kappa 1 )) = 0 if and only if \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau ), i) = 0, which happens if and only if L L ((\tau , \kappa 2 )) = 0. Therefore there is never a case where L L ((\tau , \kappa 1 )) \in \{ +1, - 1\} and L L ((\tau , \kappa 2 )) = 0. This shows that the multivalued map is well defined.
Theorem 3.13. \scrF L is compatible with the corresponding parameterized L-system.
Proof. If there is no trajectory leaving \kappa \in \scrK L N for an adjacent domain, then the trajectory x must remain within \kappa for all time. Hence the focal point \Gamma - 1 \Lambda L (\kappa ) is in \kappa , and \kappa is an attracting domain. By Definition 3.12(a), s \in \scrF S (s), where s = g S (\kappa ). Now assume that there exists a trajectory that passes from \kappa 1 to an adjacent \kappa 2 via an intervening face \tau . First consider the case in which \tau is a right face of \kappa 1 and a left face of \kappa 2 , so that sgn(\tau , \kappa 1 ) = - 1 and sgn(\tau , \kappa 2 ) = 1. Then \.
x i > 0 on \tau and thus \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau ), i) \in \{ 0, +1\} since \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau ), i) = - 1 implies \. x i < 0 everywhere on \tau by Theorem B.2 in the appendix. If \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau
and s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ), where
and s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ) by Definition 3.12(c).
The case when sgn(\tau , \kappa 1 ) = 1 and sgn(\tau , \kappa 2 ) = - 1 is similar.
4.
Relating \bfscrF \bfitS and \bfscrF \bfitL . We now compare the dynamics of the nearest neighbor multivalued maps \scrF S and \scrF L that are associated with the same regulatory network RN = (V, E). Dynamics, in our interpretation, is characterized by the Morse graph (see Definition 2.6) and so our questions will be about the relationship between Morse graphs. \scrF S and \scrF L are parameterized by z S \in Z S , z L \in Z L and therefore this comparison must be performed between related parameters. Our goal is to define a canonical map from the set of regular parameters Z S to the set of regular parameters Z L .
We make the following key observations: \bullet For both the parameterized S-and L-systems, the order of the thresholds \{ \theta j,i \} for fixed i determines an order of activation (or deactivation) of the targets of node i as x i increases; \bullet the images of the maps \scrF S and \scrF L depend only on the target domains, rather than target points in these domains. Based on these facts, we define an equivalence relation on the set of regular parameters Z S and an analogous equivalence relation on Z L . Definition 4.1 (see [16] ). Let RN be a regulatory network. For each i \in \{ 1, . . . , N \} , let O i be an ordered set of the targets of node i:
be the collection of these ordered sets. Let z be a regular parameter of either a parameterized S-or L-system. We say that O is the threshold order of z, and denote it
Recall that \scrV S (i) = \{ 0, 1, 2, . . . , m i \} and \scrV L (i) = \{ 0, 
, and \beta . The map \beta is only used in technical lemmas in the appendices, but is included here for completeness. The \scrK S and \scrK L correspond to the example in Figure 5 . The gray shaded region on the top right is the image of \beta in \scrK L and gray dots in the bottom right represent \scrV
which is a bijection onto its image \scrV SL := \Psi (\scrV S ); see Figure 6 (a). We then define a domain-
which captures the location of the focal point for each \kappa \in \scrK L N .
is a bijection and the target points for \kappa \in \scrK L N are known (see Definition 3.3), the domain-restricted multilevel discrete map D L N is well-defined. Definition 4.3. We say that two regular parameters z S , v S \in Z S are equivalent,
if the following hold:
, where D S (z S ) and D S (v S ) are the multilevel discrete maps induced by z S and v S , respectively (see (8) ).
We denote the equivalence classes of S \sim by \scrZ S , and say \omega S \in \scrZ S . We shall use the notation O(\omega S ) to denote the constant threshold order for all z S \in \omega S , and use D S (\omega S ) to denote the fixed multilevel discrete map valid for all parameters in this equivalence class.
The equivalence relationship
is also analogous. Remark 4.4. Note that the maps \scrF S and \scrF L only depend on the equivalence class \omega S and \omega L , respectively, and not on individual parameters z S \in \omega S , or z L \in \omega L . This is because the wall-labeling functions L S and L L depend only on the location of target points \Gamma - 1 \Lambda (\kappa ) with respect to thresholds. Therefore the Morse graph MG (see Definition 2.5), which we view as a summary of dynamics of \scrF , is also only a function of the equivalence class \omega . Since the equivalence classes \scrZ S and \scrZ L are finite, and the set of permutations of elements of O is finite, it follows that the number of multilevel discrete maps is finite. With a slight abuse of notation we will denote by \scrF S (\omega S ) the map \scrF S that corresponds to any parameter z S \in \omega S . Similar notation will be used for the map \scrF L .
As an aside, note that the elements of \scrZ S correspond to the nodes of a combinatorial parameter graph, introduced in [16] . The edges in this graph correspond to a single change in the order of indices in O i for a single i, or to a change in the ith component from one target state to an adjacent target state for a single i. 
. It is easy to see that for a fixed network RN the map \Omega is injective. For a fixed network RN we have introduced two different classes of multivalued maps \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\omega L ) motivated by parameterized S-and L-systems of differential equations. These are both valid choices of a model that captures the dynamics of the network, and they both describe a family of dynamical models that depend in a continuous way on a high dimensional set of parameters. In Remark 4.4 we commented that the number of dynamical behaviors, as captured by the Morse graphs, is finite, as it only depends on the equivalence class \omega \in \scrZ , and \scrZ is a finite set. Finally, in Definition 4.5 we constructed a bijection \Omega between \scrZ S and a subset of \scrZ L . A natural question is, what is the relationship between the dynamics of \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega ))? More precisely, what is the correspondence between the Morse graphs of \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega ))? The rest of the paper is devoted to this question.
Morse graphs of \bfscrF \bfitS (\bfitome) and \bfscrF \bfitL (\Omega (\bfitome)).
Before we proceed to the main theorems of the section, we review two sets of technical results that are the basis of the theorems in this section, and proved in the appendix.
\bullet Lemma C.2 and Corollary C.3 state that paths in (\scrV S , \scrE S ) correspond to a select set of paths in (\scrV L , \scrE L ). More precisely, an edge v \rightar v \prime in the state transition graph of the S-system exists if and only if the path \Psi (v) \rightar u \rightar \Psi (v \prime ) exists in the L-system state transition graph, where u corresponds to a unique domain \eta \in \scrK L N - 1 . This implies that a path of any length existing in (\scrV S , \scrE S ) can be lifted to a path in (\scrV L , \scrE L ). \bullet Corollary C.5 of Lemma C.4 proves that every node in \scrV L has a path to a node in \scrV SL \subset \scrV L . Since self-edges are only added to nodes with no path exiting from them, and all nodes in \scrV L that are not in \scrV SL have at least one path from them, the only nodes that could have self-edges are in \scrV SL . This is our justification for defining selfedges in the L-system state transition graph based only on states corresponding to \kappa \in \scrK L N = g - 1 (\scrV SL ) (see Definition 3.12). We now proceed to the main theorems of the section that describe the characteristics of a map between the Morse graphs of \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )). 
5).
We define the order U \preceq V only if there exists a path from an element v \in V to an element u \in U in the associated state transition graph of \scrF . The inequality is strict if there is no return path. Theorem 5.3. Consider \omega S \in \scrZ S and the nearest neighbor multi-valued maps \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )). Consider the associated Morse decompositions MD S and MD L . Then there is the order-preserving map
where C \prime is the element of MD L containing the states \Psi (C) := \{ \Psi (v) | v \in C\} ; see (12) .
Proof. Since U, V \in MD S , they are strongly connected components of the graph induced by \scrF S . Strong connectedness implies that for any u, u \prime \in U there is path from u to u \prime in U , and likewise there is a path between any v, v \prime \in V . By Corollary C.3 the path between u, u \prime and the path between v, v \prime lift to paths in the graph of \scrF L . Therefore the sets \Psi (U ) and \Psi (V ) are also strongly connected. Therefore \Psi (U ) and \Psi (V ) must be subsets of Morse sets in MD L , say U \prime , V \prime \in MD L , respectively. We define U \prime := \phi (U ) and V \prime := \phi (V ). Finally, if U \prec V in MD S , there must be a path from an element v \in V to an element u \in U . By Corollary C.3 there is a path from \Psi (v) to \Psi (u) in the graph of \scrF L and therefore U \prime \preceq V \prime in MD L . This finishes the proof.
Notice that in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we cannot conclude that if U \prec V then U \prime \prec V \prime , only that U \prime \preceq V \prime . As we will see later, it may be that U \prec V but U \prime = V \prime . Theorem 5.3 shows that the general ordering of Morse sets remains similar between the two systems; however, the property of order preservation is not very strong. We will examine ways that we can strengthen this result, as well as reasons why this fails in the general case. \ast of the map \scrF \ast (\omega ) at \omega \in \scrZ \ast will be denoted by \scrA \ast for both \ast = S, L. We will call all Morse sets that are not attractors unstable Morse sets.
Note that the minimality of the attractor in the partial order implies that \bullet every forward path starting in an attractor remains in the attractor; \bullet there is a forward path from any Morse set to some attractor.
Theorem 5.5. Consider a network RN with associated multivalued maps \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )), and associated Morse decompositions MD S and MD L . Then the order preserving map \phi : MD S \rightar MD L restricted to the sets of attractors is a surjection
Proof. Let A S \in \scrA S be an attractor in MD S . Since A S is a strongly connected subgraph, for any v, v \prime \in A S there exists a path v \rightar \cdot \cdot \cdot \rightar v \prime in the state transition graph of \scrF S . Let w := \Psi (v) and w \prime := \Psi (v \prime ). By Corollary C.3, there is then a path from w to w \prime in the state transition graph of \scrF L . Let We now need to show that the restriction of \phi on \scrA S is a surjection.
, by Corollary C.5 there is a path from u to u \prime with u \prime = g L (\kappa ) for some \kappa \in \scrK L N . Since forward paths starting at u \in A L remain in A L by definition of the attractor, we conclude that A L must contain the vertex u \prime . Let \Psi - 1 (u \prime ) =: v \prime \in \scrV S . There must be an attractor A S 1 such that there is a path from v \prime to any v \in A S 1 in the state transition graph of \scrF S . By Corollary C.3 any such path can be lifted to a path from u \prime to w := \Psi (v) in the state transition graph of \scrF L . By construction of the map \phi , w \in \phi (A S 1 ). However, since any attractor must contain all of its forward paths and u \prime \in A L , this implies that w \in A L . Since v \in A S 1 was arbitrary and there is a w = \Psi (v) for each v \in A S 1 , we have that
. Theorem 5.5 says the the long term behavior of \scrF S captures all long term behavior of the richer map \scrF L at the corresponding parameters for networks with no negative self-regulation. Attractors of \scrF S can merge under this correspondence \Omega but the number of attractors cannot increase when employing the class of models \scrF L . The assumption that RN does not contain a negative self-loop is essential since the result is not true when there is negative self-regulation [28] , because then fixed points may appear in domains \kappa \in \scrK L \setminu \scrK L N . We show a stronger relationship between the specific types of attractors of \scrF S and \scrF L . Definition 5.6. Define FP \ast \subset \scrA \ast to be the set of attractors that consist of a single vertex v \in \scrV \ast . We call A \in FP \ast a fixed point.
Theorem 5.7. Consider a network RN with associated nearest neighbor multivalued maps \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )). Let FP S and FP L be the associated sets of fixed points. Then the restriction of \phi to FP S is a bijection
Proof. Consider w \in FP L . Then by Corollary C.5 the domain \kappa := (g L ) - 1 (w) must be a domain \kappa \in \scrK L N and, therefore, v := \Psi - 1 (w) \in \scrV S is well-defined. Then it follows from Corollary C.3 that since there are no paths that exit w in \scrV L , there are no exiting paths from v in \scrV S . Therefore v \in FP S .
We now present important examples that show that these results cannot be strengthened in several natural directions. We will show that 1. the map \phi : MD S (\omega ) \rightar MD L (\Omega (\omega )) does not have to be surjective; see Lemma 6.1; 2. the map \phi : MD S (\omega ) \rightar MD L (\Omega (\omega )) does not have to be injective; see Lemma 6.4; 3. the map \phi : \scrA S (\omega ) \rightar \scrA L (\Omega (\omega )) does not have to be injective; see Lemma 6.5.
Examples.
We will now present a series of examples illustrating differences which can arise between \scrF S and \scrF L . In all of the following examples, we suppose that parameters \gamma S i = \gamma L i = 1 for all i \in \{ 1, . . . , N \} . In addition, in several figures we will show the Morse graphs as an abstract representation of Morse decompositions; see Definition 2.6.
We will be comparing the Morse decomposition of the parameterized S-system to the Morse decomposition of the parameterized L-system under the canonical parameter map \Omega . Each equivalence class \omega \in \scrZ S or \Omega (\omega ) \in \scrZ L is represented by a collection of inequalities. The inequalities determine the order of the thresholds and the images of maps D S and D L N for every state. For example, suppose we have the nodes i, j, k, m, n \in RN, with i, j additive, positive inputs to node k, and m, n the outputs of k. Assume that i and j only affect node k, so that they each have two states, 0 and 1. Since k has two output thresholds, it has three states, 0, 1, and 2. Suppose further that we have the inequality description
for the node k. This implies that the threshold order of k is
and that the kth component of the map D S is 00 \mapsto \rightar 0, 10 \mapsto \rightar 1, 01 \mapsto \rightar 2, 11 \mapsto \rightar 2.
When i, j are in their 0 states, they are contributing a low value l, and when they are in their higher 1 states, they are contributing a high value u to node k. A complete description of \omega \in \scrZ S includes an inequality description like (13) for every node k \in RN. A more complete explanation can be found in [16] . In this section all the explicit examples of differential equations will be those of an Ssystem. We therefore drop the superscript S on functions \sigma S , and will use \sigma -and \sigma + to denote piecewise constant nonlinearities that correspond to negative versus positive regulation in RN, respectively. See Figure 1 (left) for an example of \sigma -. In \sigma + , using the notation in Figure 1 (left), the lower value l y,x is attained at x < \theta y,x and the higher value u y,x is attained for x > \theta y,x . Lemma 6.1. The map \phi : MD S \rightar MD L is, in general, not surjective.
Proof. Consider the network shown in Figure 2 , with the system of equations (14) \.
and \omega \in \scrZ S satisfying (15) l x,y < \theta y,x < u x,y , l y,x < \theta x,y < u y,x .
The corresponding graphs of \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) are shown in Figure 7 , along with the corresponding Morse graphs. It is clear that there cannot exist a surjective map from MD S to MD L , since MD L has an extra Morse set.
In Figure 7 , the nodes in the Morse graphs labeled FP correspond to Morse sets that represent states with self-loops in the state transition graph. The Morse node labeled FC corresponds to an unstable Morse set composed of all of the nodes in the strongly connected four-leaf clover structure in the middle of the state transition graph. We call it unstable since it has paths to the upper left and lower right states, that correspond to Morse sets labeled FP.
Since it is composed of more than one node this Morse set is consistent with cyclic behavior in the state transition graph. Since there is cyclic behavior for all (both) variables of the system, we will call this type of Morse set a``full cycle,"" or FC. When there is a Morse set with cyclic behavior in a subset of all variables, we will label it XC. Though Corollary C.3 does guarantee that each path in the graph of \scrF S has a corresponding path in the graph of \scrF L , the converse is not necessarily true. This insight is key to understanding the limits on the relationship induced by the map \phi . To illustrate this fact, we will construct the examples in this section in multiple steps. We first start from simple two dimensional networks and then successively embed this example into successively more complicated examples, ending up with five dimensional networks. The lower dimensional examples establish how paths can exist in the graph of \scrF L that have no correlate in \scrF S .
First consider the (partial) network with nodes y and z and single edge z \dashv y with l y,z < \theta \ast ,y < u y,z , where \theta \ast ,y is an unspecified threshold of y, and suppose that \. z < 0. Notice that this is only part of a network in the sense that we would need at least one other interaction in order to define the threshold of y. This will be resolved when we embed this interaction into a three dimensional network. The parameterized S-system state transition graph is shown in Figure 8 on the left, and the one for the parameterized L-system on the right. Notice that paths between v i and v j that exist in the parameterized S-system graph map to paths between \ṽ i := \Psi (v i ) and \ṽ j := \Psi (v j ) with intermediate nodes corresponding to (N -1)-cells (see Lemma C.2). However, there is now a path from \ṽ 3 to \ṽ 2 which does not contain \ṽ 1 , shown in cyan. The structure of the graph shown in Figure 8 on the right will play a key role in all later examples. We will embed this structure into higher dimensional state transition graphs. Lemma 6.2. Consider \omega S \in \scrZ S and the nearest neighbor multivalued maps \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )). A path from \Psi (v i ) to \Psi (v j ) in the graph of \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) does not guarantee the existence of a path from v i to v j in the graph of \scrF S (\omega ). Proof. We embed the previous partial network in a three dimensional network with nodes x, y, and z and edges z \dashv y \rightar x \dashv z. We choose a particular \omega \in \scrZ S given by (16) l y,z < \theta x,y < u y,z , l x,y < \theta z,x < u x,y l z,x < u z,x < \theta y,z .
Then \scrF S (\omega ) constructed by the wall-labeling function L S (see Definition 3.5) is given in Figure 9 on the left. Notice that there does not exist a path from u to u \prime . Also note that the structure from Figure 8 (left) occurs both on the front face and the back face of the cube in Figure 9 (left). The corresponding \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) is shown on the right with a few nodes removed for visual clarity. The bidirectional arrows in Figure 8 (right) correspond to bidirectional arrows in Figure 9 (right) that allow us to find a path from \ũ to \ũ \prime in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), where \ u := \Psi (u).
Note that the new path from \ũ to \ũ\prime in the graph of \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) does not have any effect on the set of Morse sets in the two systems; in both \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) there is a unique (attracting) Morse set that consists of the state in the lower right corner of the state transition graph. As a step toward showing that new paths can have an effect on the Morse decomposition, we now embed the structure of Figure 9 into a state transition graph for a x y z w Figure 10 . The regulatory network associated with the S-system given by (17) .
four dimensional network, and proceed to explore paths from \Psi (u), where u \in A \in \scrA S is a state in an attractor of a parameterized S-system. Lemma 6.3. Consider the network shown in Figure 10 and a corresponding S-system. There exists a parameter \omega \in \scrZ S , attractor A \in \scrA S , and two states v i \in A, v j \not \in \bigcup A k \in \scrA S A k such that there is a path from \Psi (v i ) to \Psi (v j ) in the graph of \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )).
Proof. Consider the network shown in Figure 10 . We associate with this network the following equations:
and consider \omega \in \scrZ S satisfying l x,w l x,y < \biggl\{ u x,w l x,y l x,w u x,y \biggr\} < \theta w,x < u x,w u x,y , (18) l y,w l y,z < l y,w u y,z < \theta z,y < u y,w l y,z < \theta x,y < u y,w u y,z , l z,y < \theta y,z < u z,y , l w,x < \theta x,w < \theta y,w < u w,x .
The parameter (18) gives rise to the state transition graph \scrF S (\omega ) shown in Figure 11 , where the arrows between domains were assigned using the wall-labeling function L S (see Definition 3.5). The nodes shown with square shapes are the nodes of a cyclic attractor in \scrF S (\omega ), which can be verified to be an attractor by noting that there are no edges from any square to any circle, and that there is a path from every square node to every other square node. When considering the state transition graph \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), the right half of the top box in Figure 11 (corresponding to the lowest values of w) is identical to Figure 9 . Therefore, as in that picture, there is a path from \Psi (u) to \Psi (u \prime ) in \scrF L , even though there is no path from u to u \prime . Since u in Figure 11 is in the attractor and u \prime is not, this path demonstrates the lemma.
The above proof is based on a network with four nodes. We do not know if such an example exists for N = 3, but we suspect it cannot without relaxing the constraints on our logic functions \= M j (see section 2.1).
y z x w u u \prime Figure 11 . \scrF S (\omega ) from Lemma 6.3, with the network shown in Figure 10 , S-system given by (17) , and parameter \omega satisfying (18) . Nodes in the attractor are depicted as squares, whereas nodes not in the attractor are circles. The color of each node refers to the presence and direction of outgoing edges in the w direction. Green refers to an edge in the +w direction, red refers to an edge in the - w direction, and gray means there is no edge. Two example edges are shown as dashed arrows. The right half of the top box (corresponding to the lowest values of w) is identical to Figure 9 , and so an escape path from u to u \prime exists in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) as it did previously.
Lemma 6.4. The order-preserving map \phi : MD S \rightar MD L is not necessarily injective.
Proof. To prove the result, it is sufficient to find a network and parameters in which there exist two paths u to u \prime and u \prime to u in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), where \Psi - 1 (u) \in A and \Psi - 1 (u \prime ) \in B for some Morse sets A, B \in MD S with A \not = B. In this way, two distinct Morse sets in the graph of \scrF S (\omega ) will merge into one strongly connected component of \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )). To do so, we take the previous example network and embed it into in a five dimensional network (shown in Figure 12 (left)), with the system of equations given by and \omega \in \scrZ S satisfying
The full state transition graph of \scrF S (\omega ) is quite extensive, so we offer a schematic in Figure 13 . Each square corresponds to a three dimensional subset of nodes corresponding to domains \kappa that differ in coordinates x, y, and z. The coordinates v, w of domains \kappa are represented explicitly in the two dimensional schematic. The square in cyan is shown in greater detail in Figure 14 . Arrows between squares show the existence of gradient flow between sets of domains \kappa in the given direction. This means that there are no paths in the direction opposite the arrow between any pair of nodes that represent domains \kappa , \kappa \prime that share the same x, y, z coordinates. The dark blue rectangles labeled XC 1 and XC 2 indicate the existence of Morse sets in the five dimensional state transition subgraph of \scrF S (\omega ) that is represented by the boxes that the blue rectangles overlap. XC 2 is an unstable Morse set, because there is a path from a node in XC 2 to XC 1 , which can be seen in Figure 17 in the appendix where we Nodes in XC1 are denoted as squares; all other nodes are circles. The cyan path exists in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) from a node in XC1 to a node not in it. This path makes use of the same structure as the previous examples. The color of each node refers to the outgoing arrows in the w and v directions. The left half of each node corresponds to w and the right half to v. Green means there is an edge from the node to the next corresponding node in the + direction. Gray means no outgoing edge in the corresponding direction. There are no edges in the -direction, since this graph represents the lowest states of the v and w directions.
exhibit the full state transition graph. The Morse graph MG S is shown in Figure 13 (right) with only the black arrow.
In \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), there is a new path in the cyan box which connects XC 1 to XC 2 , as depicted in Figure 14 . This escape path joins the boxes associated with XC 1 and XC 2 , leading to the dashed cyan arrow shown in Figure 13 (right), which is not present for \scrF S (\omega ). This backward path in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) means that the associated Morse decomposition consists of a single node representing one large cycle, and therefore the map \phi takes both Morse sets of \scrF S (\omega ) to the single Morse set of \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )).
In the previous example, both an attractor Morse set and an unstable Morse set of MD S are mapped under \phi onto the single attractor of MD L . A natural question is whether two attractors of MD S can be mapped to a single attractor in MD L . We show that this is indeed possible.
Lemma 6.5. The order-preserving map \phi : \scrA S \rightar \scrA L restricted only to attractors is, in general, not injective.
Proof. To show this we modify the network and parameter of the previous lemma. Consider the network in Figure 12 (right) . Again, the basic structure of \scrF S (\omega ) with \omega from (18) as shown in Figure 11 will be embedded in XC 1 of the first column in the schematic Figure 15 (left). We will exhibit a path from a node u \in \scrV L , where \Psi - 1 (u) \in A for some A \in \scrA S to a node u \prime \in \scrV L , where \Psi - 1 (u \prime ) \in B for an attractor B \not = A. To do so, we endow the network shown in Figure 12 right with an S-system
and we consider \omega \in \scrZ S satisfying
l y,z l y,w l y,v < \left\{ u y,z l y,w l y,v l y,z u y,w l y,v l y,z l y,w u y,v u y,z u y,w l y,v u y,z l y,w u y,v \right\} < \theta z,y < l y,z u y,w u y,v < \theta v,y < \theta x,y < u y,z u y,w u y,v ,
l z,y < \theta y,z < u z,y , (24) Figure 15 . Left: Similar to Figure 13 , a general schematic of \scrF S (\omega ) from Lemma 6.5. Each square corresponds to a three dimensional subset of nodes, with coordinates differing in x, y, and z only. Arrows between squares refer to gradient flow in the given direction. The square in cyan is shown in greater detail in Figure 14 . In \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), there is a new path in the cyan box which connects XC1 to FP. The full left column and top row are provided in Figures 16 and 17 , respectively. Right: The corresponding (partial) Morse graph. The cyan edge is added only in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )), showing that \phi cannot be made injective even when constrained to attractors. In effect, XC1 loses stability in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )).
A schematic of \scrF S (\omega ) is shown in Figure 15 . In the parameterized S-system there are two attractors, XC 1 which is the same as in the previous example, and a new attractor, denoted FP. The escape path depicted in Figure 14 is still present in the cyan box at the upper left in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )). This escape path now connects the boxes associated with XC 1 to the fixed point FP. It follows that in MD L , the set of nodes \{ \Psi (v) | v \in XC 1 \} does not belong to an attracting cycle, and the only attractor is FP. Therefore \phi cannot be injective even when confined to the set of attractors.
Remark 6.6. The complete graphs of \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )) of the previous two lemmas are large and do not contribute greatly to understanding on a first reading. However, the complete set of nodes corresponding to the left column and top row are included in Figures 16 and 17 . We do not include views into other three dimensional subgraphs, since there is gradient flow between them in the v or w directions, and so there are no other attractor Morse sets within them.
7. Discussion. Switching systems (S-systems in this paper) were proposed as a platform for modeling continuous time processes in gene regulation. The underlying assumption of these models is that a regulatory genetic network executes a Boolean function, but that this execution is embedded in a continuous flow of time that leads to a system of equations with discontinuous right-hand sides. One of the key advantages of the class of S-systems is that they provide a means to combinatorialize the dynamics of the ODE system in terms of state transition graphs. These provide incomplete [24, 23, 18] but important information about the dynamics. In our description this information is captured in a Morse graph [37, 16] . Morse graphs provide information on the number and type of attractors present.
There has been a lot of discussion about the technical challenges switching systems present and whether and how these models represent the dynamics of nearby perturbed continuous models. Systems of ODEs similar to the class of L-systems have been studied as continuous perturbations of the class of S-systems [28, 22] . In this interpretation, the interval [\vargamm -j,i , \vargamm
the definition of \sigma L j,i contains the threshold \theta j,i of \sigma S j,i , and has length \epsilon , a small number. Then with the same values l L j,i = l S j,i , and u L j,i = u S j,i , the function \sigma L j,i is a small C 0 perturbation of \sigma S j,i . A challenge is to characterize how the dynamics of such a nearby L-system reflects the dynamics of the similarly parameterized S-system. This is a difficult question in the ODE setting, where the emphasis is on individual trajectories. In this paper we address this question from a perspective of global dynamics, where we compare the Morse graphs associated with \scrF S (\omega ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )). Furthermore, we do not require that the intervals [\vargamm 
Viewing an L-system parameterized by \Omega (\omega ) to be a perturbation of an S-system parameterized by \omega , we study the natural question of how the Morse graph of the perturbation MG L relates to the original MG S for a class of regulatory networks with no negative self-regulation. We show that there is a surjection from the set of attractors in the Morse graph of a parameterized S-system to the set of attractors of the corresponding parameterized L-system, and that this surjection is a bijection on the set of fixed-point attractors. Therefore no new stable behavior can be introduced by a perturbation to this type of continuous system. Thus the parameterized S-system contains essential information about the attractors of the continuous systems, although attractors may merge under such a perturbation.
As important as these results are, our constructed examples of systems show that stronger relationships than those exhibited do not exist. First, we construct an example that shows that a parameterized L-system can have more nonattractor Morse sets than the corresponding parameterized S-system. Second, we construct an L-system that combines two attractors of the S-system into a single attractor of the L-system. As a consequence of these results, one way one could hope to strengthen the results about the correspondence between the Morse graphs of the switching system and its continuous perturbations, represented by L-systems, is to refine the definition of the state transition graph for the L-system. Whether such a refinement would provide a closer correspondence between Morse graphs is currently an open question. Assume first that s 2 \in \scrF S (s 1 ) so that L S ((\tau , \kappa )) = - 1, L S ((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = 1. Since sgn(\tau , \kappa ) = L S ((\tau , \kappa )) = - 1 by assumption, we have sgn(\Lambda
Since s 1,i = \pi i (g S (\kappa )) = G S i (x 1,i ) for arbitrary x 1,i \in \pi i (int \kappa ), we have that
The statements s 1,i < s 2,i and s 1,i < t 1,i then verify Definition 2.4(a).
In the reverse direction, we have already proved that s 1,i < s 2,i and s 1,i < t 1,i imply L S ((\tau , \kappa )) = - 1, since all statements were equivalencies. We show that L S ((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = 1 by way of contradiction. Suppose L S ((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = - 1. Then
which implies that x i is increasing below \theta j,i and decreasing above \theta j,i . This means that the ith component of the target point changes between \kappa and \kappa \prime , and these domains only differ in the ith coordinate. This implies that the node i of the network RN is regulating itself; the fact that it is negative self-regulation follows from the signs of the vector field in \kappa and \kappa \prime and the fact that \pi i (int \kappa ) < \pi i (int \kappa \prime ). Since we assume that RN has no negative self-regulation, it must be that L S ((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = 1, as desired.
W k . A similar argument shows that \. x j > 0 everywhere in W \prime k as well. Then by Theorem B.1, \. x j > 0 everywhere in \zeta .
A similar argument is used when \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\zeta ), j) = - 1. This finishes the induction and hence the proof.
Appendix C. Lemmas for section 5. In the following, we assume that constructions in the S-and L-systems come from equivalence class parameters \omega S and \omega L := \Omega (\omega S ). Figure 6 shows the illustration of the maps used im (27) .
Definition C.1. We define the bijection
and the order-preserving functions
When \kappa , \kappa \prime \in \scrK S are adjacent with shared face \tau \subset \{ x | x i = \theta j,i \} , consider the domain \eta \in \scrK L N - 1 ,
It is easy to see that 1. \eta shares a face with \beta (\kappa ), \tau -:= \eta \cap \beta (\kappa ) \subset \{ x | x i = \vargamm -j,i \} ; 2. \eta shares a face with \beta (\kappa \prime ), \tau + := \eta \cap \beta (\kappa \prime ) \subset \{ x | x i = \vargamm + j,i \} . In other words, \eta is the unique domain that lies between \beta (\kappa ) and \beta (\kappa \prime ), and this domain is in the subset \scrK L N - 1 \subset \scrK L . The next lemma is the key result from which many results about the correspondence between the Morse graphs follow.
Lemma C.2. Consider \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )) and two adjacent domains \kappa , \kappa \prime \in \scrK S with shared face \tau \subset \{ x | x i = \theta j,i \} . Let \zeta := \beta (\kappa ), \zeta \prime := \beta (\kappa \prime ), \zeta , \zeta \prime \in \scrK L N be the corresponding domains in \scrK L N and let \eta \in \scrK L N - 1 be the unique domain lying between \zeta and \zeta \prime . Let v := g S (\kappa ), v \prime := g S (\kappa \prime ), v, v \prime \in \scrV S , w := g L (\zeta ), w \prime := g L (\zeta \prime ), w, w \prime \in \scrV SL , and u = g L (\eta ). Then v \rightar v \prime \in \scrF S (\omega ) if and only if w \rightar u \rightar w \prime \in \scrF L (\Omega (\omega )).
Proof. We consider the case when (\tau , \kappa ) is the right wall of \kappa (sgn((\tau , \kappa )) = - 1) and (\tau , \kappa \prime ) is the left wall of \kappa \prime (sgn((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = +1). A similar argument holds in the other case. Then v \prime \in \scrF S (v) if and only if L S ((\tau , \kappa )) = - 1 and L S ((\tau , \kappa \prime )) = +1, which by Definition 3.5, implies that \Lambda Then from Definition 3.10 we get \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau -), i) = \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\scrC (\tau + ), i) = +1. We note that \tau -is a right face of \zeta and a left face of \eta , while \tau + is a right face of \eta and a left face of \zeta \prime , by the assumptions of the lemma. With this information we can compute
Finally, by Definition 3.12 this is equivalent to the existence of a path w \rightar u \rightar w \prime in \scrV L . Since all the previous statements are equivalencies this finishes the proof.
Corollary C.3. Consider \scrF S (\omega S ) and \scrF L (\Omega (\omega S )). For any two v, v \prime \in \scrV S let w := \Psi (v), w \prime := \Psi (v \prime ). Then v \prime \in (\scrF S ) k (v) for some integer k (which means there is a path of length k in the graph (\scrV S , \scrE S )), if and only if w \prime \in (\scrF L ) 2k (w), where every domain \kappa i = (g L have one more integer value than u. Let \scrC (\tau -) be a collection of corner points of \tau -and \scrC (\tau + ) be a collection of corner points of \tau + . Note that there is a bijection \alpha between these two sets and the corresponding corner points that only differ in the ith values where \vargamm for any j, we conclude that also \Lambda L i (q)/\gamma L i > \vargamm + j,i . This in turn implies that at the corner point \alpha (q) \in \scrC (\tau + ) we have \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\alpha (q), i) = +1. We have shown that \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (q, i) = +1 if and only if \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\alpha (q), i) = +1.
A similar argument shows that \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (q, i) = - 1 if and only if \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (\alpha (q), i) = - 1 as well.
Let u = g L (\kappa ). From the definition of the map \scrF L we have \bullet if there exists at least one corner point q \in \scrC (\tau -) with \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (q, i) = - 1, then v -\in \scrF L (u);
\bullet if there exists at least one corner point q \in \scrC (\tau + ) with \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn (q, i) = +1, then v + \in \scrF L (u).
Since the \ttS \tti \ttg \ttn of a single corner point can never be zero by the regularity of z L , we conclude that either one or both of the cases hold.
Corollary C.5. Consider a regulatory network RN, a parameterized L-system with regular parameter z L \in Z L , the set of domains \scrK L , and nearest neighbor multivalued map \scrF L . Let \kappa \in \scrK L \setminu \scrK L N be a domain and let u = g L (\kappa ) have k noninteger components. Then there is a state v \in \scrV SL \subset \scrV L with integer components such that for some j \geq k v \in (\scrF L ) j (u).
Proof. Proof is immediate by inductively applying Lemma C.4. Figure 15 , i.e., the nodes with lowest values of w. The FP is shown as a node with a blue self-loop in the lower left. The top box is a repeat of Figure 14 . The same color scheme is used as in Figure 16 . Example edges are shown as dotted arrows. Right: the nodes with lowest values of w from Figure 13 . XC2 is shown as the four nodes with dark blue outlines.
